GOA PANCHAYAT MAHILA SHAKTI ABHIYAN PROGRAMMES

Seen Chief Guest Our Dy. Sarpanch Mr. Balaji Gawans, V.P. Secretary Mr. Gokuldas other V.P. Members were present for the function.

The function was then concluded in the presence of Shri Govind Gaonkar ZP Member.

Goa Panchayat Mahila Shakti Abhiyan (Dharbandora Block) organizes FRUITS & VEGETABLE CARVING COURSES at Village Panchayat Hall, Sancorda from 7th June to 9th June 2018.

Seen Chief Guest Shri Govind Gaonkar ZP Member for the function along with Ex Sarpanch, Panch Member & other V.P. Members including Block Committee Members.

Carving Course was organized for 3 days by Block President Smt. Neela Shingolar & the committee Members Smt. Swati Gawas, Nela Ram Kerkar, Nela, Kolokas, Tanvi Kerkar, Sowdaltar.Nick.

40 women were present for the course.

Goa Panchayat Mahila Shakti Abhiyan (GPMSA) organizes Workshop On “How to be Financially Independent” at Seminar Hall, Secretariat, Porvorim on 20th June 2018 at 11.30am.

Seen Chief Guest Director of Panchayats Shri Ajit Panchwadkar lighting up the traditional Lamp along with President of GPMSA, and other Managing Committee Members.

Talk given by Dr. Celso Fernandes

The Workshop was attended by all Goa Elected Office Bearers & Executive Committee.

Seen Director of Panchayat and our Chief Guest for the Function Shri Ajit Panchwadkar giving out wise words to the elected members.

Goa Panchayat Mahila Shakti Abhiyan (Tiswadi Block) organizes ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON PAPER BAG at Vandana Malvankar House, Kadap Wadla, Cumbharjua on 1st July 2018 from 10am to 5pm.

Suman Dhawapkar: President of Tiswadi Block Welcomed the Dignitaries along with the other block members Joona D’costa, Supriya Kerkar, Raya Ulkurt, Shilu Parab, Kaipana Dihari.

The function was inaugurated by special invitees Mrs. Mahima Gawas ZP Member, Mrs. Nidita Savant was the Trainee.

Also seen the panch member of V.P. St. Estevem Mrs. Perpetua D’cunha actively participated for the workshop and also committee members of Tiswadi Block.

Around 59 people attended the session morning as well as evening.
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Seen Chief Guest Shri Churchill Alemao Inaugurating the Eye Camp Held at his office in Varca. Also Seen Guest of Honour Headmistress Mabel D’costa, Sharon Alemao, Nelly Rodrigues, Avita Chodankar & Dr. Safira D’costa & her team

GOA PANCHAYAT MAHILA SHAKTI ABHIYAN (PONDA BLOCK) In collaboration with MATOSHREE SEVA DHAM, AROGYA SEVA TRUST, MUMBAI ORGANISES FREE EYE CHECKUP CAMP On 17th July 2018 at Residence of Shradhha S. Phadte, Near Sateri Temple, Aruna Road, Donlay Khandola, Margao from 10am to 3pm

GOA PANCHAYAT MAHILA SHAKTI ABHIYAN NORTH GOA DISTRICT ORGANISES WORKSHOP ON CONSUMER RIGHTS AWARENESS On 18th July 2018 at Seminar Hall, Secretariat, Porvorim at 3pm

Chief Guest: SHRI VINOD PALLYEKAR, Minister for WIRD & Fisheries
Key Note Speaker: SHRI ROLAND MARTINS

Mrs. Nelly Rodrigues president of GPMSA gave the significance of the project

The function was inaugurated by the Chief Guest Smt. Nelly Rodrigues along with Sarpanch Swapnali Chodankar, Sarpanch Sandeep Salgaonkar, Surya Borkar (Co—ordinator), Avinash Naik, North Goa Adhyaksha Smt. Ankita Navalekar, ZP Sandeep Vernekar, ZP Ravan, ZP Diksha Kanolkar, ZP Tukaram Harmalkar.